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Abstract

The inter-storey seismic isolation technique is becoming increasingly attractive for the seis-
mic risk mitigation of buildings, also as alternative strategy to base isolation. The reasons for 
applying this technique can be various and of different nature, such as: architectural con-
cerns, feasibility of construction, and performance benefits. An interesting application of this 
technique concerns its use for adding upper storeys to existing buildings, avoiding the in-
crease of seismic forces on the substructure, or even reducing them. Therefore, this technique
could also be effective for seismic retrofit applications, using the mass of the superstructure 
as a nonconventional TMD for controlling the dynamic response of the substructure.
Among the main issues concerning this application, there is the need to control the relative 
displacement between the two structural parts and the acceleration of the superstructure,
while improving the seismic performance of the substructure.
In this paper, a multi-objective optimization method for the dynamic characteristics of the ad-
ditional superstructure is presented, which uses a TMD approach and considers the perfor-
mances of the substructure, isolation system and superstructure. A 3-storey (3 DOF) case 
study structure was taken as a reference, analysing a wide range of isolated masses, isolation 
periods and damping ratios. Time-history analyses are finally performed, based on the opti-
mization results, in order to assess the effectiveness of both the optimization method and the 
isolation technique, also considering the structural non-linearity.

Keywords: Inter-Storey Isolation System (IIS), Tuned Mass Damper (TMD), Multi-
Objective Optimization, Frequency Response Functions, Time-History Analyses.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The inter-storey isolation system (IIS) is becoming increasingly attractive, as it allows 
greater freedom in the structural conception of skyscrapers and multi-purpose buildings by
defining two independent structures, i.e. substructure and superstructure, which may have dif-
ferent forms, materials and uses (e.g. [1, 2]). This represents both an advantage for architec-
tural design and a sustainable solution for densely populated areas, as it allows significant
savings on land use. Furthermore, in some cases, the base isolation technique encounters eco-
nomic and technical issues that can prevent its application; for example, its application is of-
ten difficult and expensive in existing buildings, and generally more than applying isolation
between storeys.

Moreover, the IIS technique can be applied to add extra storeys on the top of existing 
buildings, with appropriate vertical capacity, without increasing the base shear forces (e.g. [3,
4, 5]). In particular, the isolated superstructure, when properly designed, can be used as a 
Tuned Mass Damper (TMD) to improve the seismic behaviour of the substructure, thus mak-
ing this technique very advantageous when retrofitting and elevation of the existing building 
are both required.

From a functional point of view, the IIS technique combines the functions of seismic isola-
tion and mass damping; indeed, the isolation system is a filter for the inertial forces transmit-
ted to the superstructure and, at the same time, induces the isolated superstructure to exert a 
mass damping action on the substructure, improving the seismic behaviour of the latter. In the
literature, two main conceptual approaches can be identified, each of which focuses on one of 
the two main aspects of the IIS, i.e. seismic isolation or mass damping (TMD).

Studies that address the problem from the point of view of seismic isolation evaluate the 
interaction between the superstructure and the substructure, the effects of the higher vibration 
modes and their possible coupling, using frequency and mass ratios as design parameters (e.g. 
[6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12]), but also the optimal parameters of additional Fluid Viscous Dampers 
(FVDs) installed in the IIS (e.g. [2, 13, 14]). 3 degree-of-freedom (DOF) models (e.g. [8, 9])
or multi DOF models (e.g. [2, 10, 12]) are generally adopted, depending on the purpose of the 
study.

Other researchers, on the other hand, approach the study of the IIS following the strategy 
of mass damping, which is based on the principle of TMD, and considering the peculiarities 
of the IIS, namely the fact that the isolated mass also performs structural and housing func-
tions in addition to that of dynamic control. The design parameters are the mass and frequen-
cy ratios between the TMD and the primary structure, and the damping ratio provided by the 
TMD. Generally, frequency and damping ratios are optimized for set values of mass ratio, us-
ing simplified 2 DOF models.

The concept of TMD for structural application was first introduced by [15], who applied a 
secondary mass to a single degree-of-freedom (SDOF) system harmonically excited. [16] first 
established a TMD design approach to suppress the peak displacement of an undamped SDOF
system (primary structure) sinusoidally excited. This approach is based on the observation 
that all frequency response functions (FRFs) of the combined 2 DOF system (SDOF primary
structure with TMD), obtained for various damping ratios of TMD, pass through two specific
points (“fixed point theory”). Following the same design approach of [16], [17] derived the
TMD design formula to optimizes the performance of the undamped SDOF primary structure
in the case of harmonic excitation at the base (more useful for earthquake engineering appli-
cations). Later, [18] proposed the equations for the optimal tuning parameters of the TMD in 
the case of damped SDOF primary structures. Then, [19] first conceived the idea of using a 
heavily damped vibration absorber (or TMD) to reduce the seismic response of the structure.
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In particular, he suggested to tune the TMD in resonance with the primary structure and 
showed that its best performance is obtained when the two complex vibration modes of the 
resulting 2-DOF system have similar damping ratios, and approximately equal to the mean
damping ratio between those of the TMD and the structure.

For several years, studies have focused on TMDs with low mass ratios, which are also of-
ten susceptible to tuning problems (e.g. [20]). Only more recently, various investigations have 
been directed towards TMDs with large mass ratios, also called nonconventional TMDs, giv-
en the growing interest in innovative applications such as mega-sub-control-structures 
(MSCS), inter-storey isolation systems and sliding roof systems (e.g. [21]). These TMDs have 
shown greater robustness than those with low mass ratios, due to their lower sensitivity to tun-
ing (e.g. [22]). In particular, [23] showed that the design formulas proposed by [19] do not
guarantee the equality of the modal damping ratios of the two complex modes in the case of 
TMD with mass ratios greater than 0.005; therefore, through a numerical procedure, [23] pro-
vided new design equations that result in equal damping ratios and equal frequencies for the 
two vibration modes. [24] validated the TMD tuning equations obtained by [23], proposing an
analytical formulation that matches the same results. [25] proposed an alternative approach
for tuning TMDs with large mass ratios, still equalizing the damping ratios but, at the same 
time, minimizing the maximum FRF amplitude associated with the displacement of the pri-
mary structure. The TMD damping ratio according to this last approach is significantly lower 
than that deriving from the model of [23], despite ensuring a similar efficiency of the TMD.
[26] proposed an energy-based design methodology for non-conventional TMDs, which max-
imizes the ratio between the energy dissipated by the isolation system (located between the
masses of a 2DOF system) and that of the input earthquake. [27] compared different optimiza-
tion approaches, minimizing the variance of the responses (i) in displacement or (ii) in accel-
eration of the primary structure, or (iii) maximizing the energy dissipated by the TMD system
(like [26]). [28] provided the equations for optimal TMD tuning, using a 2 DOF reduced-
order model without damping in the main structure, minimizing (i) the maximum amplitudes 
of the base shear force under harmonic excitations, or (ii) the variance of the base shear force 
under a band-limited random excitation of white noise. [21], similarly to [25], proposed a 
TMD optimization approach that approximately equals the damping ratios of the 2 DOF sys-
tem and, at the same time, minimizes its overall response; in particular, in addition to mini-
mizing the FRF of the displacement of the primary structure, as done by [25], [21]
simultaneously minimized the FRF of the acceleration of the nonconventional TMD, holding 
the latter also structural functions.

This paper investigates the inter-storey isolation system (IIS) as a technique for adding up-
per storeys to an existing building, improving at the same time its seismic behaviour. A 3-
storey case study structure (without considering the IIS) is taken as a reference, analysing a 
wide range of isolated masses, isolation periods and damping ratios. First, some assessments 
are carried out on the effects that the IIS parameters (normalized to the substructure character-
istics) have on the dynamic response of the substructure, using the complex modal analysis 
and evaluating the FRFs of the equivalent 2 DOF system. An alternative approach for tuning
the IIS (or TMD) parameters is then proposed, carrying out two multi-objective optimizations 
that consider the performance of the substructure along with that of the isolation system (to
limit the P-Δ effects on the substructure, OPT1) or along with that of the superstructure (to
limit the TMD accelerations, OPT2). It is worth noting that high damping values in the IIS are 
effective in limiting the relative displacement of the isolators (and therefore the P-Δ effects)
but could have negative effects on the overall structural behaviour, especially on the super-
structure and its content (e.g. [2, 13, 14, 29]). Parametric time-history analyses are finally per-
formed, based on the optimal solutions obtained for the IIS parameters, in order to assess the 
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effectiveness of the optimization method and therefore of the isolation technique, also consid-
ering the structural non-linearity.

2 CASE STUDY STRUCTURE AND PARAMETER DEFINITION

For reasons of clarity, even if the study presented here is of general applicability, reference 
was made to a generic three-storey structure, representative of regular RC frame buildings 
with a fundamental period of about 0.3 s. The building is shown in Figure 1 and is character-
ized by the following floor masses, m1=m2=350 t and m3=300 t, and by the following storey 
stiffnesses, k1=k2=k3=780 kN/mm. Assuming that the structure can support additional floors
(by its own capacity or through appropriate interventions), it is intended to add an isolated 
superstructure above it (which can therefore be defined as substructure), whose total mass is 
given by the masses of the isolation layer and the additional floors.

Conceptually, the IIS subdivides the structure into three main parts, i.e. the substructure, 
the isolation system and the superstructure. As said before, some relevant studies focusing on
the aspect of seismic isolation analyse the structure using 3 DOF or multi DOF models, while 
other studies adopting TMD approaches evaluate the structural response using 2 DOF re-
duced-order models. However, as demonstrated in various studies (e.g. [7, 12]), when the
mass ratio (μ) between the isolated mass and the mass of the substructure is less than 1, there 
is a “mass damping” behaviour, and therefore it is possible to neglect the higher vibration 
modes of the superstructure, simplifying the system with an equivalent 2 DOF model.

Thus, considering values of μ in this study up to 1, both substructure and isolated super-
structure were modelled with an equivalent SDOF model. In particular, the substructure is 
characterized by an angular frequency (ωSDOF) of 21 rad/s (i.e., vibration period of about 0.3 s) 
and a damping ratio (ξSDOF) of 5%; its equivalent mass (mSDOF) is 606 t and corresponds to the
modal mass of the first vibration mode of the 3 DOF structure, calculated as in Equation 1,
where ϕ1 is the first eigenvector normalized to 1 and Mst the mass matrix of the structure. On 
the other hand, the isolated superstructure is characterized by the parameters mIS (sum of the 
masses of isolation and superstructure), ωIS and ξIS (angular frequency and damping ratio of 
the isolation system), as shown in Figure 1; the relation between mIS and ωIS is given in Equa-
tion 2, where kIS is the IIS stiffness. Considering the parameters of the isolated superstructure 
normalized to those of the substructure, as generally done in TMD approaches, the mass (μ)
and frequency (ν) ratios in Equation 3 can be defined, which together with ξIS represent the 
dimensionless parameters of the nonconventional TMD to be optimized. Lastly, Equation 4
shows the matrices of mass (M), damping (C) and stiffness (K) of the 2 DOF reduced-order 
model (Figure 1b), as a function of the aforementioned parameters.

In this study, the optimization is performed for the parameters ν and ξIS, considering the 
range from 0.05 to 1 for ν and the range from 0.01 to 2 for ξIS, for set values of μ (0.25, 0.5, 
0.75 and 1).
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(a) (b)

Figure 1: (a) MDOF models of the structure without and with IIS. (b) Related reduced-order models.

3 ASSESSMENT OF STRUCTURAL BEHAVIOUR IN FREQUENCY-DOMAIN

3.1 Complex modal analysis

In traditional structural design, damping is assumed proportional to mass and stiffness and 
the results from classical modal analysis are not affected by it (as the C matrix is not included 
in the problem formulation). When using non-proportional damping (e.g., in the case of IIS,
where the damping is concentrated in some parts of the structure), the actual modal character-
istics are different from the classical ones, and require a non-classical or complex modal anal-
ysis for their evaluation (e.g. [30]).

In this study the state-space formulation is adopted, which allows to decouple the equations
of motion transforming the system with n second-order differential equations into a system
with 2n first-order differential equations, where n is the DOF number, namely:

..
( ) ( ) ( )gt t u t

.

gv = Av + I (5)

where v(t) is the state space vector at time t, A is the state space matrix, Ig is the input vector
and

..
( )gu t is the applied input process. v(t), A and Ig are defined below:

( )   ;     ;   t . g-1 -1

x 0 I 0
v = A I =

-M K -M C -τx
(6)

where x and xx are the relative displacement and relative velocity vectors, respectively; I is 
the unitary matrix of dimensions 2x2; M, K and C are the system matrices defined in Equa-
tion 4; τ is the unitary vector of dimensions 2x1. Therefore, the eigenvalue problem can be
defined as:

i i iAψ ψ (7)

where λi represents the eigenvalues and ψi the eigenvectors.
Since the main objective of this study is the control of the seismic response of the substruc-

ture through the IIS, Figure 2 shows the results relating to the second vibration mode of the 2
DOF model (i.e., the mode associated with the deformation of the substructure), for μ=0.5, 
values of ν equal to 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6, and values of ξIS in the range 0 - 2.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Complex modal analysis results of 2 DOF system, for μ=0.5, ν=0.2, 0.4, 0.6, ξIS=0 - 2: (a) eigenvectors
of the second mode; (b) normalized frequency ω2 and damping ratio ξ2 of the second mode, as a function of ξIS.

Figure 2a shows that, for low to medium values of the frequency (ν) and damping (ξIS) ra-
tios, the masses move in a decoupled way (characteristic behaviour of the isolated structures, 
due to the filter action exerted by the IIS), while increasing the value of the previous parame-
ters the two masses reduce their relative displacement until, beyond certain values of ν and ξIS,
they move together. Instead, Figure 2b shows that, as ξIS increases, the frequency of the sec-
ond mode (ω2) is reduced, while the damping ratio of the second mode (ξ2) first increases and 
subsequently, for high ξIS values, it decreases. In particular, the peak of ξ2 seems to be corre-
sponding to the change in concavity of the ω2/ωSDOF curve. These variations are greater for
higher ν values (i.e., for more rigid IIS), as the resulting 2 DOF system is more coupled in 
terms of mass displacement. In fact, a “perfect coupling” (for sufficiently high ν and ξIS values)
will lead to a single vibration mode having a modal mass equal to (mIS+mSDOF) and a modal 
damping ratio equal to that of the substructure, ξSDOF (which justifies the reduction of ξ2 for 
high ξIS values).

3.2 Frequency Response Functions

To analyse the influence of the parameters μ, ν and ξIS on the actual structural response, the 
frequency response functions (FRFs) of the equivalent 2 DOF systems (obtained parametri-
cally by varying the values of μ, ν and ξIS indicated in Section 2) were evaluated. FRFs ex-
press how a sinusoidal signal with a given input frequency is transferred within the system. In 
particular, the FRFs associated with the displacements (H(ω)) and accelerations (Ha(ω)) of 
the various DOF of the system can be defined as follow, where ω is the excitation vibration
frequency:
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2 1

2

( ) ( )
( ) ( )a

iH M C K M
H H (8)

Specifically, the investigated FRFs concern the drift of the substructure (i.e., of the lower 
mass) |H1(ω)|, the drift of isolation (i.e., between the two masses) |H2(ω)-H1(ω)|, and the ac-
celeration of the superstructure (i.e., of the upper mass) |Ha2(ω)|. Figure 3 shows the trend of 
the selected FRFs with respect to the variation of ω and one of the main parameters (μ, ν, ξIS)
at a time – therefore as 3D surfaces – assuming μ=0.5, ν=0.4 and ξIS=0.5 as reference values 
for the other parameters. The following observations can be drawn:

Increasing the values of μ results in a reduction of |H1(ω)| and |Ha2(ω)|, and therefore in a
better structural performance in terms of drift of the substructure and acceleration of the
superstructure; instead, the influence of μ on |H2(ω)-H1(ω)| (i.e., on the isolation drift) is
not very significant.

Low values of ν allow to limit the acceleration of the superstructure; intermediate values
of ν (e.g., between 0.4 and 0.6) seem the most effective solution to reduce the drift of the
substructure; on the other hand, high values of ν are optimal for reducing the isolation
drift, even if they induce significant amplifications both on the substructure drift and on
the superstructure acceleration.

The increase in the ξIS values provides an effective initial reduction of the substructure
drift and of the superstructure acceleration, at least up to medium-high values of ξIS
(about 0.5), beyond which a further increase leads to a significant amplification of both
|H1(ω)| and |Ha2(ω)|. Instead, ξIS is always effective in reducing the isolation drift, as also
confirmed by other studies (e.g., [2, 13, 14]).

Figure 3: Trends of the FRFs as a function of μ, ν and ξIS; reference parameters: μ=0.5, ν=0.4 and ξIS=0.5.
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4 MULTI-OBJECTIVE OPTIMISATION

4.1 Proposed approach

As seen in the Introduction, many of the literature studies on the optimization of TMD pa-
rameters (at least up to the most recent ones) seek the maximum effect of “mass damping”
focusing on the minimization of the response of the primary system, thus neglecting the per-
formance of the tuned mass (i.e., IIS drift and acceleration) in the optimization procedure.
However, controlling the deflection of the isolators (and thus also the P-Δ effects on the sub-
structure) and the acceleration of the superstructure can be of significant interest considering 
that the mass to be tuned is in fact a habitable building.

In order to model the stochastic nature of the seismic input, the Power Spectral Density
(PSD) function of a zero-mean Gaussian stochastic process, S(ω), is generally assumed; con-
sidering this type of process, the random vibration theory produces the following covariance 
matrices:

*

.. ..
*

[ ] ( ) ( ) ( )

[ ] ( ) ( ) ( )

T T

T
T

a a

Cov d

Cov d

xx H S H

x x H S H
(9)

Furthermore, assuming the seismic excitation also as a white noise process, its PSD func-
tion is no longer dependent on ω (S(ω)=S0); therefore, in order to obtain the optimal TMD pa-
rameters (i.e., μ, ν, ξIS, variables of |H(ω)| and |Ha(ω)|), the minimization of the integrals in
Equation 9 is equivalent to the minimization of the integrals in Equation 10, where σ2 and σa2

are the displacement and acceleration variance, respectively.

22
0

22
0

( )

( )a

S d

S da

H

H
(10)

By defining the FRFs of the reference SDOF system, in terms of displacement (HSDOF(ω))
and acceleration (Ha,SDOF(ω)) as:

2 2 1

2
,

H ( ) ( 2 )

H ( ) H ( ) 1
SDOF SDOF SDOF SDOF

a SDOF SDOF

i
(11)

the following Performance Indices (PIs) can be defined:

2 1 ,2

,

2 22 2( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1

1 2 3
22 2H ( ) H ( ) H ( )

a

SDOF SODF a SDOF

d d d d

d d d

PI PI PI
H H H H

(12)

where, PI1 and PI2 are respectively the substructure drift variance and the isolation drift vari-
ance both normalized to the drift variance of the equivalent SDOF system, whereas PI3 is the 
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superstructure acceleration variance normalized to the acceleration variance of the SDOF sys-
tem. Therefore, based on these PIs, the objective functions (OFs) are defined as follow:

1 1 2 2 3 3min ( , ) min ( , ) min ( , )IS IS ISOF PI OF PI OF PI (13)

In particular, two multi-objective optimizations (OPT1 and OPT2) are performed, simulta-
neously minimizing OF1 and OF2 (OPT1), or OF1 and OF3 (OPT2), with the aim of control-
ling the substructure performance but, at the same time, also the deflection of the isolators or 
the acceleration of the superstructure.

In order to solve these multi-objective optimization problems, the well-known Non-
dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm NSGA-II (e.g. [31, 32]) was used. This algorithm,
widely used in practical optimization problems, first creates an initial parent population P0, of 
size N, with a random process; then, sorts this population according to the non-domination 
criterion (i.e., assigning to each solution a rank based on its non-domination level – e.g. 1 for 
the best level, 2 for the next one and so on – and minimising it); subsequently, it generates an
offspring population Q0, of size N, through binary tournament selection, recombination and 
mutation operations. Once the initial parent (P0) and offspring (Q0) populations are defined, 
an iterative procedure is carried out for a set number of generations (to be defined according 
to the stability and convergence of solution). This procedure allows to determine the parent
and offspring populations at generation (k+1) starting from those at generation (k). In particu-
lar, the solution Pk+1, of size N, is generated starting from the combined population Rk=Pk+Qk,
of size 2N, based on two cascading criteria: the solutions preferred are (i) those of lesser (non-
domain) rank and, among solutions of equal rank, (ii) those located in a less crowded region
(selected by a crowding comparison operator). Using the new parent population (Pk+1),
through a binary tournament selection, crossover and mutation operations, the new offspring
population (Qk+1) is then created. This procedure continues until the last generation required. 
The main parameters of this algorithm are therefore the number of generations, the size of the 
population sought and the mutation and crossover probabilities; the values set in this study for 
these parameters are shown in Table 1.

Parameter Value
Generations 120
Population 80
Mutation probability 0.1
Crossover probability 0.9

Table 1: Parameters set for the NSGA-II algorithm.

4.2 Optimization results

The results obtained by the NSGA-II algorithm, i.e. the Pareto fronts, are shown in Figure 
4 for both optimizations (OPT1 and OPT2). The main considerations are reported below.

Overall, for the various cases analysed, the minimum values of OF1 (OF1min) are approx-
imately equal to 0.4 (both for OPT1 and OPT2), indicating a clear reduction of the sub-
structure drift due to the application of the IIS (i.e., of the isolated superstructure).

Then, while the minimization of OF2 (in OPT1) causes values of OF1 greater than 1, the 
minimization of OF3 (in OPT2) allows values of OF1 always less than 1; this means that 
the solutions aimed at minimizing the superstructure acceleration do not cause an in-
crease in the substructure drift compared to the case without IIS (i.e., the SDOF system),
as instead occurs when the minimization of the isolation drift is sought.
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The values of OF3 show that the superstructure accelerations, when optimized, are signif-
icantly reduced compared to those of the existing substructure (i.e., the SDOF system).

It is also worth noting that, as μ increases, the minimum values of OF1 and OF2 increase
– for OPT1 (Figure 4a), whereas the minimum values of OF1 and OF3 decrease – for
OPT2 (Figure 4b).

(a) (b)

Figure 4: Pareto fronts (minimum values of OFs) for set values of μ: (a) OPT1; (b) OPT2.

Since OF1 indicates the reduction of the variance of the substructure drift, a range from 
OF1min to OF1=0.7 (i.e., 30% reduction) – as shown in Figure 4 – is considered effective for 
the purposes of this study; in particular, three values of OF1 were selected for subsequent 
evaluations (for both optimizations), namely OF1min, OF1=0.5 and OF1=0.7.

Figure 5 shows the optimal values of the IIS (or TMD) parameters, for both OPT1 (Figure
5a) and OPT2 (Figure 5b), associated with the selected OF1 values. In particular, the optimal 
values of ξIS and ν are shown as a function of μ, as well as the values of OF2 for OPT1 and the
values of OF3 for OPT2. The following observations can be derived:

The OF1min solutions (which minimize the variance of the substructure drift) are the same
for both OPT1 and OPT2 optimizations, as expected. For these solutions, as μ increases,
the values of ξIS increase and those of ν decrease; therefore, these optimal solutions range
from the “mass damping” behaviour towards that of “intermediate seismic isolation”, as
already observed in previous studies.

As regards the OPT1 optimization, the reduction of OF2 (i.e., of the variance of the isola-
tion drift) is associated with the increase of the values of ξIS and ν, that is, with solutions
that induce a greater coupling between the two structural parts.

On the other hand, regarding the OPT2 optimization, reductions of OF3 (i.e., of the vari-
ance of the superstructure acceleration) are possible by increasing the values of ξIS and
reducing those of ν, even significantly (especially for OF1=0.7 and low μ values).

Looking at the values of OFs as a function of μ, it can be seen that OF2 is more sensitive
for high values of μ, whereas OF3 for low values of μ. In these respective μ ranges, multi-
objective optimization is more effective and beneficial than single substructure perfor-
mance optimization.

The minimization of OF3 (see the case OF1=0.7), in the case of low values of μ, is ob-
tained by considerably reducing ν (i.e., increasing the filter action offered by the IIS) and
significantly increasing ξIS (beyond the critical damping value for the presented study).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5: OPT1 (a) and OPT2 (b): optimal values of ξIS, ν, OF2 and OF3 as a function of μ (OF1=OF1min, 0.5, 0.7).

4.3 Comparison with other literature solutions

The optimal values of the IIS parameters (ξIS, ν) obtained for the OF1min solution (equal for 
OPT1 and OPT2), which minimize the displacement variance of the primary system, are 
compared in Figure 6 with other relevant literature solutions, as the mass ratio μ varies. These 
solutions are taken from: [17], who provided a closed-form solution for the TMD parameters 
in the case of an undamped primary SDOF system with base harmonic excitation; [25], who
optimized the parameters of TMDs with large mass ratios by matching the damping ratios of 
the 2 DOF system while minimizing the maximum FRF amplitude associated with the dis-
placement of the primary structure; [27], who proposed different approaches, including the 
minimization of the displacement variance of the primary structure (displacement approach)
and the maximization of the energy dissipated by the TMD system (energy approach).

It is worth considering that the various solutions compared in Figure 6 refer to different 
values of the damping ratio of the primary structure (ξSDOF), i.e.: 0% for [17], 5% for [25] and 
this study, and 2% for [27]. However, as discussed in previous study (e.g. [25, 27, 21]), rea-
sonable variations of ξSDOF do not significantly affect the optimal TMD parameters.

As can be seen from these comparisons, the results obtained for OF1min are very similar to 
those obtained by the other literature approaches, and in particular by [27] (displacement ap-
proach).

Figure 6: Optimal IIS parameters obtained in this study compared to other TMD solutions from the literature.
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5 ASSESSMENTS THROUGH TH ANALYSES

5.1 Structure modelling and seismic input

This section shows the results of a Time History (TH) analysis, carried out on the 3 DOF 
case study structure (see Section 2) without and with IIS, in order to evaluate the optimization 
solutions previously obtained and therefore the effectiveness of the IIS technique.

The structure (see Figure 7) was modelled as a lumped mass system with a non-linear 
structural behaviour, assuming the bi-linear hysteretic law of Takeda for the substructure,
which is often used to describe the behaviour of ductile RC frames. This hysteretic model was
calibrated on the elastic stiffness of each storey, assuming a ratio r between the post-yield
stiffness and the elastic stiffness equal to 0.2, and an inter-storey drift δy at yield equal to 
0.5%. The superstructure was modelled as a linear SDOF system, adopting for the IIS param-
eters (ν and ξIS) the optimal values obtained, associated with the mass ratio μ=0.5 and the so-
lutions of OF1 = OF1min, 0.5 and 0.7, of both the optimizations performed (OPT1 and OPT2).

Figure 7: Hysteretic model of the substructure and optimal parameters of the IIS used for the TH analyses.

Time History analyses were performed for eight natural accelerograms, chosen among
those of the European Strong-Motion Database (ESD, [33]). They were scaled to be compati-
ble, on average, with the following elastic response spectrum of EC8: Type 1, ag=0.25g (bed-
rock acceleration) and soil B (i.e., soil factor S=1.2); the peak ground acceleration PGA
(=ag·S) is 0.3g. The main details of the natural records chosen are reported in Table 2, and the 
acceleration spectra are shown in Figure 8, together with that of EC8.

Ref. Earthquake Location Date Mw Distance from
epicentre [km]

Fault 
mechanism

Scale
factor

Acc.1 Montenegro (aftershock) Montenegro 1979/05/24 6.2 20 thrust 5.42
Acc.2 Campano Lucano Italy 1980/11/23 6.9 33 normal (y) 3.02
Acc.3 Erzincan Turkey 1992/03/13 6.6 13 strike slip 0.59
Acc.4 Ano Liosia Greece 1999/09/07 6.0 18 normal 3.51
Acc.5 Campano Lucano Italy 1980/11/23 6.9 33 normal (x) 3.04
Acc.6 Tabas Iran 1978/09/16 7.3 57 oblique 1.71
Acc.7 Ano Liosia Greece 1999/09/07 6.0 20 normal 0.32
Acc.8 Montenegro Montenegro 1979/04/15 6.9 25 thrust 0.66

Table 2: Information on the assumed accelerograms.
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Figure 8: Acceleration response spectra compatible with the EC8 (Type 1) spectrum.

5.2 Analysis results

The main results obtained are shown in Figures 9 to 11. Figure 9 (for OPT1) and Figure 10
(for OPT2) shows the profiles of inter-storey drift and floor acceleration; in particular, they
show the maximum values obtained from the analysis of the single accelerograms and the re-
lated average values. On the other hand, Figure 11 shows (for both OPT1 and OPT2) the re-
sults obtained for the isolation drift (DIS). The following considerations can be drawn:

All the optimal solutions adopted made it possible to significantly reduce both the maxi-
mum inter-storey drifts and the maximum floor accelerations in the substructure, com-
pared to the case without IIS. In particular, in the case without IIS, the maximum drift 
values exceeded the yield limit drift (δy=0.5%), causing inelastic structural deformations;
instead, the optimal solutions of the IIS always allowed to remain in the elastic range.

The OF1min solution, common to OPT1 and OPT2, is associated with the better perfor-
mance of the substructure in terms of inter-storey drift, as expected.

For OPT1 optimization, as the accepted value of OF1 increases (i.e., solutions OF1=0.5
and then OF1=0.7), the drift profiles of the substructure remain similar to those in the 
case of OF1min, i.e. there is no clear reduction in the substructure performance in terms of 
drifts, while it improves in terms of floor accelerations; then, as expected, the accelera-
tions of the superstructure increase (albeit slightly), to the advantage of a greater reduc-
tion of the isolation drift (see Figure 11), due to the minimization of OF2 along with OF1.

For OPT2 optimization, as the accepted value of OF1 increases (i.e., OF1=0.5 and then
OF1=0.7), the response of the substructure worsens compared to the case of OF1min, both 
in terms of maximum inter-storey drifts and floor accelerations; then, as expected, the ac-
celerations of the superstructure are considerably reduced, due to the minimization of
OF3 along with OF1, at the expense of an increase in the deflection of the isolation sys-
tem (with however acceptable values, as shown in Figure 11).

It can be noted that moving away from the OF1min solution (e.g., OF1=0.7), the OPT1 re-
sults tend to give a more uniform response of the substructure along the building height,
also reducing its variability with respect to the earthquake, whereas the OPT2 results 
provide a greater decoupling between the two structural parts (typical of seismic isola-
tion), reducing the control function on the substructure.
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Figure 9: Profiles of inter-storey drift and floor acceleration, for OPT1 solutions.

Figure 10: Profiles of inter-storey drift and floor acceleration, for OPT2 solutions.
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Figure 11: Isolation drift (DIS) values resulting from both optimizations (OPT1 and OPT2).

Figure 12 summarizes the main results obtained from the two optimizations. In particular, 
it shows the ratio between the average structural responses obtained for OF1=0.5 and OF1=0.7
and the respective ones obtained for OF1min, considering the following performance parame-
ters: substructure drift (θmax, associated with OF1), isolation drift (DIS, associated with OF2)
and superstructure acceleration (AU, associated with OF3).

Consistently with what was previously observed, and with respect to the OF1min solution 
(which minimizes the substructure drift), the OPT1 optimization allows to strongly reduce DIS
(even more than 50%) while maintaining good performances in terms of θmax and AU, which 
are only slightly amplified. On the other hand, the OPT2 optimization allows strong reduc-
tions in AU (greater than 50%) at the expense of appreciable amplifications of θmax and DIS.

Figure 12: Average structural responses (for the cases OF1=0.5 and 0.7) normalized to the case of OF1min.

6 CONCLUSIONS

A study investigating the inter-storey isolation system (IIS) as a technique for adding upper 
storeys to an existing building, while improving its seismic behaviour, is presented. A 3-
storey case study structure (without considering the IIS) was taken as a reference.

The first part of the study evaluated the effects of the main parameters of the IIS (or non-
conventional TMD) on the dynamic response of the substructure; these parameters are the ra-
tios of damping (ξIS), frequency (ν) and mass (μ), with ν and μ referring to the substructure 
characteristics. Given the prevailing “mass damping” behaviour for μ values ≤ 1, the structure 
was modelled with a reduced-order 2 DOF model. The evaluation was performed in the fre-
quency domain, using the complex modal analysis and the frequency response functions 
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(FRFs) of the substructure drift, the isolation drift and the superstructure acceleration. The 
variations of the characteristics of the second vibration mode and of the FRFs were evaluated 
over the entire range assumed for the various parameters of the IIS (i.e., ξIS from 0 to 2, ν and 
μ from 0 to 1). These preliminary assessments led to the subsequent definition of the method-
ology to optimize the IIS parameters.

In particular, two alternative multi-objective optimizations were proposed, named OPT1
and OPT2, minimizing different objective functions (OFs). OPT1 minimizes the variance of 
the substructure drift (OF1) along with that of the isolation drift (OF2); OPT2 still minimizes
the variance of the substructure drift (OF1), but together with the minimization of the acceler-
ation variance of the superstructure (OF3).

The NSGA-II algorithm was used to solve the multi-objective problem, searching for the 
best solutions of ν and ξIS for set μ values. The solutions obtained from OPT1 and OPT2 were 
compared with each other, as well as with other relevant solutions from the literature. To this 
end, representative optimal solutions were selected from the Pareto fronts on the basis of the 
value of OF1, i.e. OF1 = OF1min (≈0.4), 0.5 and 0.7.

Finally, based on these optimal solutions, time-history analyses were performed, in order 
to verify the effectiveness of the optimization approach and therefore the beneficial effects of 
the IIS technique. For this purpose, a set of natural accelerograms was assumed, which is 
compatible with the EC8-Type1 spectrum, with soil B and PGA=0.3 g, and the substructure 
was modelled as a lumped mass 3 DOF system with a non-linear structural behaviour. Overall, 
the following conclusions can be drawn:

The IIS technique, when its stiffness (ν) and damping (ξIS) parameters are suitably opti-
mized in relation to the isolated mass ratio (μ), seems effective in improving the seismic
behaviour of the substructure (or existing structure).

Considering the optimal solution that minimizes the variance of the substructure drift, i.e.
OF1min, the increase in the mass ratio (if allowed by the substructure in terms of vertical
capacity) leads to a reduction of the optimal values of ν and to an increase of those of ξIS,
i.e. solutions that are more similar to those of seismic isolation. Consequently, increasing
μ reduces the accelerations of the superstructure but increases the drift of the isolation
system.

The OPT1 optimization provides effective solutions to reduce the isolation drift while
containing the maximum values of the substructure drift similar to those of the OF1min so-
lution. With the solutions of OPT1, a more uniform behaviour of the substructure is also
obtained, minimizing floor accelerations.

The OPT2 optimization provides effective solutions to reduce the superstructure acceler-
ation while containing the maximum values of the substructure drift similar to those of
the OF1min solution. With the solutions of OPT2, a more decouple behaviour between the
two structural parts is also obtained, and therefore a lower reduction in the substructure
accelerations.

OPT1 is particularly advantageous for the higher μ values (for which the isolation drift is
more sensitive – OF2), whereas OPT2 for the lower μ values (for which the superstruc-
ture acceleration is more sensitive – OF3). Finally, the solutions for OF1=0.5 seem a
good compromise for both optimizations.
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